Bird Lovers - Zebra Puzzle
Five girls are side by side talking about birds. Each one is eating a fruit while they are talking. Which
is the favorite bird of the girl who is eating the apple?
Shirt: blue, green, orange, yellow, white

Bird: duck, eagle, hawk, pelican, swan

Name: Andrea, Carolyn, Gloria, Laura, Pamela

Fruit: apple, banana, grape, pear, pineapple

Age: 8 years, 9 years, 10 years, 11 years, 12 years

Month: February, April, June, August, October
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Girl #2

Girl #3

Girl #4

Girl #5

Shirt
Name
Age
Bird
Fruit
Month

- At the third position is the girl who is eating a Pear.

- The kid who likes Pelicans is eating a Pear.

- The kid who likes Eagles was born on the Valentine's
Day.

- At the third position is the girl who was born on
October.

- Andrea is next to the girl that is wearing the Green
shirt.

- The girl wearing the White shirt likes Swans.

- Carolyn loves Hawks.

- The kid that was born on D-Day is exactly to the left
of the kid who likes Swans.

- The 11-year-old girl is somewhere between the 9year-old girl and the youngest girl, in that order.

- At one of the ends is the girl who is wearing the
Orange shirt.

- Pamela is eating Grapes.

- The girl who loves Ducks is somewhere between the
9-year-old girl and the girl who loves Eagles, in that
order.

- The oldest girl is next to the girl wearing the Yellow
shirt.
- Andrea is eating a Pineapple.
- At the second position is the 12-year-old girl.
- The girl who was born in April is next to the 10years-old girl.
- At the one of the ends is the girl eating a Pineapple.

- The girl wearing the Yellow shirt is at one of the ends.
- The 9-year-old girl is next to the kid that likes Ducks.
- Pamela is somewhere to the right of the kid wearing
the White shirt.
- Laura is eating a Banana.
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